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Urban spatial segregation has long been a core concern in urban studies research.

Recently, it has received new impetus through the emergence of a new form of

enclave urbanism with cities restructuring into patchworks of separate enclaves that

are each of home to a selected group or activity. While premium enclaves are well

connected by new privatised infrastructures, enclaves for the underprivileged are

increasingly cut-off. ‘Enclave urbanism’ thus radicalises segregation. Critics stress

that ‘enclave urbanism’ prevents social interaction. Well-off people can go about

their daily life in premium enclaves without confrontations with others. While we

agree with critical questions regarding the social effects of ‘enclave urbanism’, we

also observe a strong bias in this argument: research one-sidedly focuses on the

effects of residential segregation. It is assumed that segregated living will

automatically have social effects. However, with increased ‘mobilities’, people easily

can and will meet in other places – on-line and off-line – than residential

neighbourhoods; and ‘outsiders’ might also visit urban amenities in residential

enclaves.

Objective of the seminar

The usefulness of place-based perspectives on residential segregation seems to

have diminished considerably in today’s world of mobilities, where living in the

same neighbourhood does not necessarily imply face-to-face contact and living in
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different neighbourhoods does not prevent such contact. This seminar aims to

develop a mobility-based perspective on segregation, bringing together world-class

researchers on segregation, mobilities, transport, and infrastructure.

Nature of the event

This objective will be realised through a 2-day intensive seminar hosted by Utrecht

University on 21-22 March 2014. The seminar will cover theoretical discussions on

‘enclave urbanism’, segregation and mobility, and empirical studies on these issues

in global city-regions.

Confirmed participants

The confirmed participants include five keynote speakers: Susan K. Brown (UCI),

Mei-Po Kwan (UIUC/Utrecht University), Karen Lucas (University of Oxford), John

Urry (Lancaster University), and Donggen Wang (Hong Kong Baptist University).

Additionally, the following group of experts have confirmed their participation:

Rowland Atkinson (University of York), Willem Boterman (University of Amsterdam),

Martin Dijst (Utrecht University), John Dixon (Open University),  Maarten van Ham

(TU Delft), Markus Hesse (University Luxembourg), Christa Hubers (TU Delft), Lucia

Lo (University of York), Thomas Maloutas (Harokopio University), Sako Musterd

(University of Amsterdam), Antonio Paez (McMaster University), Deborah Phillips

(University of Oxford), Gill Valentine (University of Sheffield), Helen Wilson

(University of Manchester), David Wong (George Mason University), and Ngai-ming

Yip (City University Hong Kong).
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